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ANALYSIS OF THE FREEZE-OUT PARAMETERSFOR RHIC, SPS AND AGS BASED ON dETd� =dNhd�RATIO MEASUREMENTSDariusz ProrokInstitute of Theoretial Physis, University of Wroªaw,Pl. Maksa Borna 9, 50-204 Wroªaw, Poland(Reeived February 18, 2003; revised version reeived May 16, 2003)The ratio dETd� =dNhd� is analyzed in the framework of a single-freeze-outthermal hadron gas model. Deays of hadron resonanes are taken intoaount in evaluations of this ratio. The preditions of the model at thefreeze-out parameters, established previously from observed partile yields,agree very well with the ratio measured at RHIC, SPS and AGS.PACS numbers: 25.75.Dw, 24.10.Pa, 24.10.JvIn this paper, a statistial model is tested in reovering values of the ratiodETd� jmid=dNhd� jmid measured at RHIC [1℄, SPS [2℄ and AGS [3℄ (mid meansthe midrapidity region). For RHIC and SPS the ratio equals about 0:8 GeV,but for AGS it is 0:72 GeV. So far, the model has been applied suessfullyin explanation of partile ratios and distributions observed in heavy-ion ol-lisions [4�11℄. Sine the transverse energy measurement is independent andeasier (no partile identi�ation is neessary), it gives an unique opportu-nity to verify the onept of the appearane of a thermal system during suhollisions.The statistial model with single freeze-out is used [8�11℄. The modelreprodues very well ratios and pT spetra of partiles observed at RHIC[8,10,11℄. The main assumption of the model is the simultaneous ourreneof hemial and thermal freeze-outs. The new data on K�(892)0 produtionrevealed by the STAR Collaboration [12℄ support strongly this assumption.Sine dETd� jmid=dNhd� jmid measurements have been done at midrapidity, thepresented analysis is valid in the Central Rapidity Region (CRR) of onsid-ered ollisions. (4219)



4220 D. ProrokTherefore, it is assumed that a noninterating gas of stable hadrons andresonanes at hemial and thermal equilibrium is present at the CRR. Foronsisteny with previous works [4�9℄, where freeze-out parameters werefound out from partile ratio measurements for a stati �reball, this is alsothe ase onsidered here. Then the distributions of various speies of primor-dial partiles are given by the usual ideal-gas formulae. Only baryon number�B and strangeness �S hemial potentials are taken into aount here. Theisospin hemial potential �I3 has very low value in analyzed ases [6,8℄ andtherefore an be negleted. For given T and �B, �S is determined fromthe requirement that the overall strangeness of the gas equals zero. In thisway, the temperature T and the baryon hemial potential �B are the onlyindependent parameters of the model.Theoretially, the transverse energy is de�ned as the sum of transversemasses of all L interating and produed partiles [13℄,EthT = LXi=1qm2i + (piT)2 ; (1)where mi and piT are the mass and transverse momentum, respetively. Butexperimentally, the measured quantity isET = LXi=1 Ei sin �i ; (2)where �i is the polar angel and Ei denotes the total energy. Preisely, whatis measured in a alorimeter is the kineti energy for nuleons and the totalenergy for all other partiles [1℄.If one deals with the thermal system, de�nitions (1) and (2) should begeneralized appropriately. The transverse energy density "iT of the partilesof speies i an be de�ned at the temperature T and the baryon hemialpotential �B as (~ =  = 1 always)"iT = (2si + 1)Z d3~p eiT(~p) fi(p;T; �B) ; (3)where eiT(~p) is the suitable expression for the transverse energy of the partileand mi, si and fi(p;T; �B) are its mass, spin and momentum distribution(whih is isotropi here), respetively. Sine the theoretial estimates shouldorrespond to what is atually measured, eiT takes the formeiT(~p) = Ei sin � = Ei pTp (4)in the analyzed model.



Analysis of the Freeze-out Parameters for RHIC, SPS and AGS : : : 4221The thermal system eases at the freeze-out and there are only free es-aping partiles instead of the �reball. The measured dETd� jmid is fed fromtwo soures: (a) stable hadrons whih survived until athing in a dete-tor, (b) seondaries produed by deays and sequential deays of primordialresonanes after the freeze-out. Therefore, if the ontribution to the trans-verse energy from partiles (a) is desribed, the distribution fi in (3) iseither a Bose�Einstein or a Fermi�Dira distribution at the freeze-out. Butif the ontribution from partiles (b) is onsidered, the distribution fi is thespetrum of the �nally deteted seondaries and an be obtained from theelementary kinematis of a many-body deay or from the superposition oftwo or more suh deays (for details, see [8, 11℄; also [14, 15℄ an be veryuseful). In fat, if one onsiders deteted speies i, then fi is the sum of�nal i's spetra resulting from a single deay or a asade. The sum is takenover all suh deays and asades of resonanes in whih at least one of the�nal seondaries is of the i kind.Sine dNhd� jmid has also its origin in the above-mentioned soures (a) and(b), to de�ne properly the density of harged partiles, deays should be alsotaken into aount. Thus the density of the measured harged partiles ofspeies j reads nj = njprimordial +Xi �(j; i)niprimordial ; (5)where niprimordial is the density of the ith partile speies at the freeze-out and�(j; i) is the �nal number of partiles of speies j whih an be reeived fromall possible simple or sequential deays of partile i. The density niprimordialis given by the usual integral of either a Bose�Einstein or a Fermi�Diradistribution. Now, in the midrapidity region, the theoretial equivalent ofdETd� jmid=dNhd� jmid an be postulated asdETd� jmiddNhd� jmid � "Tnh ; (6)where the transverse energy density "T and the density of harged partilesnh are given by the expressions"T =Xi2A "iT ; (7)nh =Xj2B nj : (8)



4222 D. ProrokNote that there are two di�erent sets of �nal partiles, A and B (B � A).B denotes �nal harged partiles and these are �+; ��; K+; K�; p and �p ,whereas A also inludes photons, K0L; n and �n [1℄.To proeed further, some simpli�ations are neessary. This is beausethe omplete treatment of resonane deays in "T is omplex and thereforeit onsumes a lot of omputer working time in numerial alulations. Sothe initial set of resonanes should be as small as possible. The lifetime ofat least 10 fm is hosen as the neessary ondition, with the exeption ofK�(892) mesons, sine one of them is measured at RHIC [12℄. This reduesonstituents of the hadron gas to 40 speies, but note that all partiles listedin [4�8℄ are inluded. Of ourse, this ondition is arbitrary but it makes sensebeause most negleted resonanes have the lifetime of the order of a fewfm, so one may assume they deay already at the pre-equilibrium stage.Anyway, on the basis of the analysis with deays not inluded in "T, it hasbeen found that the ratio (6) hanges slowly with the number of speies ofthe hadron gas in the onsidered region of T and �B.In the following, a point-like gas is assumed. It has been heked thatfor the exluded volume hadron gas model [16�18℄ the results are exatlythe same. There are two reasons for that: the �rst, the volume orretionsplaed in denominators of expressions for various densities anel with eahother in a ratio; the seond, the eigenvolume of a hadron and the pressure inthe onsidered region of T and �B are so small that their produt orretionto the hemial potential is negligible.As it has been already mentioned, the main di�ulty in omplete treat-ment of deays in numerial evaluations of "T is their omplexity. There-fore some further simpli�ations should be done. First of all, some deaysand asades are negleted: (i) four-body deays, (ii) superpositions of twothree-body deays, (iii) superpositions of two three-body and one two-bodydeays, (iv) superpositions of four two-body deays, (v) some deays of heavyresonanes with very small branhing ratios. Their maximal ontribution to"T has been evaluated as � 2%. Thus, the real "T an be at most 2% higherthan its evaluation. It should be stressed that the above-mentioned simpli-�ations are done only in alulations of "T, whereas nh given by (5) and(8) inludes all possible deays and asades. This means that the presentedvalues of the ratio (6) (and (15)) an be also at most 2% higher.In appliation to heavy-ion ollisions, it is assumed that the rest frame ofthe hadron gas is the .m.s of two olliding ions. But RHIC is the oppositebeam experiment, whereas SPS and AGS are the �xed target ones. So, thelaboratory frame is the .m.s only in the RHIC ase. Sine the measure-ment is done in the laboratory frame, to treat SPS and AGS ases properly,it is assumed that there is the overall uniform �ow (of the gas) with onstant



Analysis of the Freeze-out Parameters for RHIC, SPS and AGS : : : 4223veloity v equal to the veloity v:m:s of the .m.s relative to the target. Thev:m:s is alulated for 158 � A GeV Pb�Pb ollisions at SPS (this results inv:m:s = 0:994) and for 11 �A GeV Au�Au ollisions at AGS (v:m:s = 0:918).Now one applies the general desription founded in [19℄ and developedin [20℄ for the ase with deays taken into aount. The invariant distributionof the measured partiles of speies j has the form [20℄Ej dNjd3~p = Z p�d�� fj(p � u) ; (9)where d�� is the normal vetor on a freeze-out hypersurfae, p � u = p�u� ,u is the appropriate four-veloity and fj is the �nal momentum distributionof the partile in question. The �nal means here that fj is the sum ofprimordial and deay ontributions to the partile distribution. For thestati (homogeneous) �reball, the freeze-out hypersurfae is simply a volumeV � at a freeze-out time t�f:o: (stars denote quantities in the omoving frame,whih is the loal rest frame of the gas and also the .m.s here). The spatialoordinates x�1; x�2; x�3 are the parameters of the hypersurfae in this ase.Thus the normal vetor reads d��� = (d3~x�; 0; 0; 0). In the laboratory framed�� = (d3~x�; 0; 0;�vd3~x�),  = (1�v2)�1=2, and sine u� = (1; 0; 0;�v)in the onsidered ase, the normal vetor is proportional to the four-veloity,d�� = u�d3~x�. This is the neessary ondition for the invariant distributionexpression of partiles j to have the form (9), where fj is alulated in theloal rest frame of the gas (for more details, see [20℄). Note also that sineu�u� = 1, the normal vetor is time-like, so the hypersurfae onsists onlyof a spae-like part. Thus the oneptual problems with time-like parts of ahypersurfae are avoided (for disussion of the subjet, see e.g. [21, 22℄ andreferenes therein). Now the invariant distribution of the partiles of speiesj reads Ej dNjd3~p = ZV � d3~x�(p � u) fj(p � u) = V �(p � u) fj(p � u) ; (10)where p �u =  � (Ej � pzv) = E�j is the energy in the omoving frame. From(10) the multipliity of the j-th partiles an be obtained asNj = V � Z d3~pEj (p � u) fj(p � u) = V � Z d3~p� fj(E�j ) = V � � nj ; (11)where the last equality holds beause distributions of partiles depend hereonly on the magnitude of the three-momentum, so fj(E�j ) = fj(p�). Sim-ilarly, the �nal transverse energy arried by the partiles of speies j is



4224 D. Prorokalulated asEjT = V � Z d3~pEj Ej pTp (p � u) fj(p � u) = V � Z d3~p�Ej pTp fj(p�) ; (12)where Ej =  � (E�j + p�zv), pT = p�T and p = qE2j �m2j . And �nally, thetransverse energy, the multipliity of harged partiles and the ratio (6) aregiven by the expressions ET = Xj2AEjT ; (13)Nh = Xj2BNj ; (14)dETd� jmiddNhd� jmid � ETNh ; (15)respetively. Note that the dependene on the volume V � has disappearedin the ratio (15) and for v = 0 the formula (6) has been reovered.The �nal results of alulations following from the formula (15) are pre-sented in Table I. In the �rst olumn estimates of freeze-out parametersobtained from the analysis of partile ratios [4�9℄ are listed. In the seondolumn orresponding values of ETNh alulated with the use of (4) are plaed.In the third olumn of Table I, the most realisti results are presented,namely the fat that for nuleons only the kineti energy is measured [1℄is taken into aount. The appropriate v:m:s is put for eah ollider. Forlearness, these results have been also depited together with the data inFig. 1.Generally, very good agreement of the obtained preditions with thedata has been reahed. One an notie that the auray of theoretialevaluations rises with the ollision energy. For AGS, the ratio ET=Nh iswithin error bars of the experimental point only for the higher temperaturefreeze-out, whereas for RHIC both estimates �t very well. This ould meanthat AGS energy is the low limit of appliability of a statistial model.Alternatively, one ould all the appliation of the same gas for both RHICand AGS in question. This is beause of a di�erent baryon ontent of eahase. The AGS gas should be muh more rih with baryons than the RHICone. If one onsiders ontributions to primordial ET (i.e. deays are notinluded in alulation of ET) from onstituents of the gas assumed here,nuleons weight most for AGS, but pions are the biggest fration in theRHIC ase. So, probably additional baryon resonanes should be inludedin a gas in the AGS ase. In fat, some preliminary estimates of primordial



Analysis of the Freeze-out Parameters for RHIC, SPS and AGS : : : 4225TABLE IValues of ETNh alulated with the use of the formula (4) (seond olumn) and therealisti version of the formula (4) with the kineti energy instead of the totalenergy for nuleons (third olumn). In the �rst olumn estimates of freeze-outparameters obtained from the analysis of partile ratios [4�9℄ are listed. In thelast olumn experimental data are given. The veloity v:m:s is the veloity of theenter of mass of olliding nulei with respet to the laboratory frame and equalsrespetively: 0 for RHIC, 0.994 for SPS and 0.918 for AGS.ET=Nh [GeV℄(v:m:s appropriate) dETd� =dNhd�E ! E �mnfor nuleons [GeV℄T = 175 MeV�B = 51 MeV 0.88 0.80 0:8+0:08�0:06 [1℄RHIC [7℄T = 165 MeV�B = 41 MeV 0.84 0.77 0:8+0:08�0:06 [1℄RHIC [8℄T = 168 MeV�B = 266 MeV 0.76 0.75 0:8� 0:2 [2℄SPS [6℄T = 164MeV�B = 234 MeV 0.74 0.73 0:8� 0:2 [2℄SPS [9℄T = 130 MeV�B = 540 MeV 0.81 0.66 0:72� 0:08 [3℄AGS [4℄T = 110 MeV�B = 540 MeV 0.70 0.57 0:72� 0:08 [3℄AGS [5℄ET indiate that by adding more speies into the gas one ould inrease theET=Nh ratio at the AGS freeze-out. Also if one takes the expansion of thegas into aount one might improve the results for the AGS ase. Roughlyspeaking, the expansion produes additional energy, so it ould inrease ET.These problems need muh more detailed analysis and will be under furtherinvestigation.
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Fig. 1. Values of ET=Nh from the third olumn of Table I. Blak dots and rossesdenote evaluations of the ratio at higher and lower temperature for a given ollider,respetively (see the �rst olumn of Table I). Also data points for AGS [3℄ (irle),SPS [2℄ (triangle) and RHIC [1℄ (square) are depited.To onlude, a statistial model has been used to reprodue the ratiodETd� =dNhd� measured at RHIC, SPS and AGS. The importane of presentedanalysis lies in the fat that the ratio is an independent observable, so it anbe used as a new tool to verify the onsistene of preditions of a statistialmodel for all olliders simultaneously. The point-like non-interating hadrongas with 40 speies has been used in �nal alulations. Deays and sequentialdeays of onstituents of the gas have been taken into aount. In spite ofthe simpliity of the model, theoretial preditions for ET=Nh agree verywell with the data for the wide range of ollision energies starting from AGSup to RHIC. The preditions have been made at the previous estimates offreeze-out parameters obtained from the analysis of measured partile ratiosfor RHIC [7,8℄, SPS [6,9℄ and AGS [4,5℄. This means that the appliabilityof a statistial model to heavy-ion ollisions has been on�rmed strongly inan independent way.The author aknowledges very stimulating disussions with Peter Braun-Munzinger and Ludwik Turko. This work was supported in part by thePolish State Committee for Sienti� Researh (KBN) under Contrat No.2 P03B 030 18.
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